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ROLE OF COURTS/JUDICIARY VIS A VIS LAW MAKING AND 

ENFORCEMENT : NOT SHIFT IN PARADIGM 

                              By Muskan Malhotra 

 

ABSTRACT 

Started in 195o with the rise of our constitution the extension and nature of our Indian legal 

executive were additionally ipresented. This exploration paper breaks down the development 

just to the extent of Indian legal executive.  

•This venture brings up a progression of issue identified with legal freedom and ambit of 

association legal executive.  

•It will assist us with understanding the shut system and structure of Indian legal executive 

with basic investigation of significant decisions or cases.  

In this paper you will understand the concept of separation of power, and tricks played by 

organs of the government in order to overlap power of each other. 

When we talk about judiciary an idea of fair and equal justice with strong and independent 

mechanism comes into our mind but with growing changes through executive and legislature 

has lead us to differ in said idea. 

For example: CM Yogi Adtiyanath changed the whole  narrative of  law through which High 

court ordered to take posters and personal information down from the public spaces of 

protestors, Such actions by executive causes trouble in mind of common people to seek 

justice from the organ which even couldn’t provide justice to itself. 

This paper will provide the alternate actions taken by our judiciary in development of strong 

legal system and to hold other organs accountable for actions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

"Our government may at some time be in the hands of a bad man... We ought to have our 

government so shaped that even when in the hands of a bad man we shall be safe." 

~ Frederick Douglass, 1867. 

 

Figure 1 PREAMBLE 
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The constitution of India or otherwise called ‘BhartiyaSamvidha’ is the incomparable law of 

India. It sets out the framework for fundamental function, structure, powers, and duties of a 

government organisation and even provide fundamental rights and directive principle of state 

policy of the citizens. It’s the longest living document written by B.R. Ambedkarthe 

Chairman of the drafting committee.It is applicable to the whole country. It was rectified last 

on 26th November 1949 (7oyears ago) and adopted on 26th January 195o. It consists of 

preamble which declares India to be sovereign,socialist,secular, democratic republicenduring 

justice, equality and liberty1. Preamble cannot be amended or changed by anyone as it is a 

basic structure of our constitution. Preamble cannot be amended or changed by anyone as it is 

a basic structure of our constitutio

                                                             
1http://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-750-preamble-to-the-indian-constitution.html 
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To understand the role of judiciary it is require to learn about the concept of union judiciary and 

the articles which deal with framework and independence of union judiciary with established 

constitution which lays down its power, jurisdiction, functions etc. It is required to understand its 

background, nature and scope which could be interpreted in future by judiciary itself. 

 THE UNION JUDICIARY  

Chapter four under part five of constitution deals with the concept of union judiciary which is also known 

as supreme court. 

There are three parts of a Government - 

I. Legislation:- body that makes the law for the entire nation 

II. Executive:- body that executes the said law  

III. Judiciary:- body that renders equity  

In contrast to two branches, judiciary is integrated  which means to implies law proclaimed by the 

Supreme court of India is official upon all the courts of the nation. Union Judiciary is independent 

and has a separate method of appointing adjudicators through legitimacy bases.  

Judiciary aids in delivering fair justice without any discrimination and even act as guardian of 

fundamental rights. It gives access to each resident if there should arise an occurrence of any 

infringement to their basic rights.  

 

ARTICLE 1O3 (article 124) 

It was debated on 24th May 1949. It established the Supreme Court and laid out provisions dealing 

with appointment, impeachment, and conduct of its judges. 

 

Consultation requirement in clause( 2 )  gathered debate as one member proposed the complete in the 

removal of this requirement clause and allowing the president to be solely responsible for the 

appointment of the Chief Justice and other members suggested to remove the parties involved in the 

consultation or confirmation procedure. For example one member proposed that the appointment of 

Chief Justice had to be through securing 2/3 rd majority vote of a joint session. An inference can be 

drawn that chief justice was being selected at the pleasure of the leader of the majority party. Another 

member proposed that the appointment of Chief Justice must be consulted with counsel of state but it 

was dismissed as it would give them political nature of the council of states by the system of electing 

judges. A 3rd member proposed that the appointment of CJI should occur only with the concurrence 

of sitting Chief Justice which was well received and even supported its adoption. The chairman of the 

drafting committee ensured the independence of the judiciary. Other members objected to the age of 

requirement be raised required for appointment. Members proposed that retirement age must be raised 

to 68 years and others proposed that a judge could hold office until he resigns and the 3 rd member 
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questions the ability of older judges and suggested that the age must be reduced to 6o years and the 

president in his description to extend required age to 65  years on the case by case basis. In response 

to that members suggested that it should be left to parliament. 

 

Another contention in the assembly was about clause 7. Some of the members proposed that judges 

must he debarred for holding any executive office after retirement, while others suggested that they 

must be debarred from holding any office of profit. The chairmen of the drafting community agreed 

with the later view where only a retired judge would possess capabilities necessary to perform public 

service. 

 

A no. amendment was declined but major amendments proposed by the drafting committee were 

accepted by the family and adopted on 24th May 1949. 

Article 124: Establishment and constitution of Supreme Court
2
 

 

1. It states that India has a Supreme Court comprising of central equity of India and 7 Judges not 

more than parliament by law endorses.  

2. With the consultation of judges of Supreme Court as president regards fit delegates each judge of 

the Supreme Court by warrant under his hand and seal. A judge willhold office until he accomplishes 

the age of 65 years.  

Exceptions  

Judges can leave anytime by writing to the president under a warrant.  

2A. A  judgeget toholdofficeisresolvedthrough thelawmadebyparliament 

3. Anyone can turn into a Judge in the event that the individual in question is citizen of India.  

a) Required to be a 5 year Judge of the high court and 2 additional courts in succession. 

b) Required to be a an advocate for a long time in High court and 2 additional courts in succession. 

c) A judge is recognised as a legal scholar in the eyes of the president.  

4. The judge can only be removed on the grounds of troublemaking and inadequacy followed 

through the order by president after an hearing by each house supported by special majority. 

5.Parliamentbylawcontrols 

theprocedureofremovalandexaminationontheevidenceoftroublemakingorinlimitunderprovision. 

                                                             
2https://www.constitutionofindia.net/constitution_of_india/the_union/articles/Article%20124 
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6. A judge before goes into his office required is to make a vow before the president or the 

individual designated for his sake.  

7. A judge can't act or argue in any court or before any authority inside India. 

 

Significant case law:  

Subcommittee on Judicial VS Union of India  

Date of judgment  

Realities:- Notice was given by the 1o8 individual from the ninth Lok Sabah, the term of which came 

into an end upon its disintegration.  

A motion was introduced for removal of Mr. justiceV.Ramasswami. On 12March 1991, the motion 

was admitted by the speaker of the LokSabha who additionally proceeded to comprise a board of 

trustees comprising of MrjusticePBSawant, PDDesaiandChiefJusticeofBombayChinnappaReddy. 

Question:-RefusalofGovernmentofIndiatoactoraid the decision of the speaker and to decline to notify 

the service of two sitting judge on the committee would be created as actual service? 

 

A. Motion of expulsion slips with disintegration of ninth loksabha. Regardless of whether the 

relating behaviour of the matter of replacement is pertinent?  

B. Jurisdiction over to the conduct of house to Supreme Court?  

C. Prior verification of unfortunate behaviour required or not?  

D. Can Opportunity of being heard be ignored?  

E.  Is this lead to exclusion of speaker? 

WRIT PETITIONS 

1. Filed by the subcommittee on judicial accountability by supreme court bar association for 

discharge of its functions and necessary steps under the judge inquiry act 

2. Another filed by HarishUppal to counter the second prayer of the first writ petition mentioned 

above to the learned justice to perform his duties and functions till the inquiry committee 

finds anything 

And if they find anything required to not to delay the proposal of removal belong 18o days. 

3. Filed by ShayamRattankhandelwal on the grounds of Constitutional validity of the judges 

inquiry Act,(is challenged ultra vires and even for quashing decision of the motion passed by 
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House of Parliament as the speaker didn’t give opportunity of being heard to the learned 

justice. 

4. Allegation based on financial improprieties and irregularities were also filed and separate 

committee was formed for further investigation in said allegations. 

Final Order:- Contentions answered accordingly with the interpretation of proper law 

A. Decision to turn down the motion or adopt is within the powers of the house, motion of 

removal lapsed with dissolution of 9thloksabha is the question for loksabha to decide. 

B. The Supreme Court or any court for that matter have zero jurisdiction over the process or 

the conduct of the house as it is an exclusive domain of the house to conduct the process 

of removal. 

C. According to the article 124 + 5 prior proof of misconduct is not a condition to start the 

motion of removal 

D. Opportunity of being heard acts as an important factor or condition for the motion of 

removal as it is said everyone must be given opportunity to present  his side of story to 

the jury or the people who are going to decide its fate and caneven declare a proceeding 

void if the opportunity is not given . Hence the court order the motion of removal void 

merely on  groundof void abintio 

E. Not giving Opportunity of being heard can be seen as that the speaker’s intentions were 

malafied and were required to be struck down but no grounds can be made on bases of 

political affiliation. Hence speaker cannot be discharged of his duties. 

124A:National judicial appointment commission 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

Appointment and transfer of judges in the high court and supreme court respectively are made 

under article 124, 217, and 222 of the Indian constitution. 

Before NAJC, appointment was made by the president in consultation with the chief justice of 

India and other judges. Although it was not provided to follow the rule of seniority but it was in 

practice for many years. In August with preferment of justice AN ray as the chief justice of India 

superseding three senior judges 

Soon it came into review in SP GUPT vs UOI(  first judge case), it was held that CJI has no 

precedence and the central government was not bound to act as constitutional functionaries as 

executive was  responsible only. 

However second judge case ruled over the First judge case, by the nine-judge bench which held 

that the executive could only appoint judges if it is in compliance with CJI. The collegium system 

we follow today has been recognized thrice a time in judges cases due to which it came in force 

and has been followed ever since. 
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 NJAC: The cure of affliction? 

The NJAC and the 121st Constitutional amendment was challenged in PIL and further, it was 

transferred to a larger bench as it asked a substantial question of law as to the interpretation. 

The question arises for consideration that did NJAC cured the affliction caused by the traditional 

method for appointment of judges? 

Yes, it does cure the affliction as earlier allegations of unconstitutionality occurred due to the 

opinion of not weight with comparison to the judiciary.  

The NJAC consist of three judicial officers with union law ministers, along with various political 

bodies and the final proposal is made to the president. Therefore it gave primacy power to 

executive than judiciary but still it failed to cure the lack of lucidity in terms of appointment  

With the passing of this law in such a hasty manner provided for suspicion allegation related to 

lack of jurisprudential application. And most importantly not providing specific criteria for the 

appointment of eminent persons gives power to the executive and judiciary to appoint the persons 

without proper accountability of merits which will lead to the misuse of the provision. 

 

 This article states a national judicial appointment commission for the purpose of 

appointment and transfer of judges according to the judicial hierarchy in India. The 

commission was established-by amending the constitution through 99 amendment act which was 

passed by Loksabha on 13 August 2o14 and by Rajyasabha on 14 August 2o14 

. 

 Three judgescase:Collegium system of Supreme Court and high court of India is based on the 

precedence established by three judgescase which is a legally valid system of appointment and 

transfer of judges in the supreme court of India and high court of India. Lower court judges are 

appointed through HC Collegium. Each division of judges have their own separate collegium 

which consist of 5 people, including Chief Justice of the relevant court who is also considered as 

head of collegium with 4 more senior judges of the same court. In a country where system of 

checks and balances ensures independence of senior judiciary, the SC and HC collegiums select 

and recommend to CJI the names of judges to be transferred and even have authority to reject or 

approve the recommendation. 

 

National judicial appointment commission consist of followingthe members:- 

1. The Chief Justice of India– Chairman(ex officio) 

2. Two senior most judges of the supreme court 

3. The Union Minister in charge of law 

4. Two eminent personsappointed by PM,CJIand Leader of Opposition with the leader of largest 

majority party as Members. 

 EXCEPTION: - one of the eminent people must be from SC, STor OBC or a Woman and must be 

appointed for three years and not be entitled for re-nomination. 
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 NO PROCEEDING CAN BE CALLED FOR FURTHER INVESTIGATION OR 

QUESTIONING 

 

124B. Functions of Commissions 

Various duties of the national judicial appointment Commission:- 

1. It is required to recommend persons for appointment as CJI judges of the supreme 

court chief justice of high Court 

2. It is required to recommend transfer of Chief Justice and the other judges of high 

courts from one High Court to another 

3. It also ensures the person recommended is of ability and integrity. 

124C.Power of parliament to make laws 

 Parliament may by law regulate the procedure for the appointment of judges and even empower 

the Commission to lay down by regulation the procedure for the discharge of its function and the 

manner of selection for the persons appointed and other matters as they make considered 

necessary. 

125. Remuneration Of judges 

1. Salaries paid to the judges of Supreme court are decided by the Parliament with respect to the 

law, unless provisions in that behalf are pronounced.  

2. Under the second schedule, Parliament holds the responsibility to regulate the benefits, expenses 

and right regarding leave of absence and pensions of judges.  

Exception:- 

After a judge is appointed, his privileges, allowances or rights concerning pension cannot be 

diversified into drawbacks or disadvantages.  

 ARTICLE 126: Appointment of Acting Chief Justice 

  Evolution  

Article 126 was based upon section 2o2 of the government of India act  1935. This section states that 

temporary appointment of acting CJI consist of 3 clauses  

1.     It speaks about the appointment of CJ of federal court 

2.    Speaks about the appointment of other judges of federal court 

3.    It speaks about the appointment of judges of high court  
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Comparing article 126 with section 2o2 of GOI was very wider than that article 126. As per section 2o2 

deals with temporary appointment as well as the appointment of an acting chief justice and other judges.  

The main object of article 126 was that in case CJI unable to discharge his constitutional obligations by 

any reason what so ever, the president of India can appoint the acting Chief Justice of India. Such 

incidents have not happened in the supreme court after the adoption of the constitution of India. 

PROCEDURE 

 

 Whenever the office of Chief Justice of India is vacant or by any reasons unable to perform the 

duties of his office, then the president shall appoint anyone of the other judges of the court to 

perform his duties. 

127. Appointment of ad hoc judges 

 CJI appoints the Ad Hoc judges in the SC with prior agreement of the President, in case there is 

no other judge available to keep the court session going on.  

 

 If there is a lack of quorum of the permanent judges to hold or continue any session of the 

Supreme Court, the Chief Justice of India can appoint a judge of a High Court as an ad hoc judge 

after consultation with the chief justice of the High Court concerned and with the previous 

consent of the president. 

 

 CJI with the prior agreement of the President can demand for a dulyqualified retired Judge of the 

Supreme Court or High Court to proceed as a Judge of the Supreme Court. The salaryof such 

judge shall be determined by the president.3 

The retired Judge who sits in such a session of the Supreme Court has all the jurisdiction, powers 

and privileges of the Judges but is not deemed to be a Judge. They act as a stop gap arrangement. 

 

 

128.Attendance of retired judges at sitting 

 Time to time with the prior consent of the president, National judicial appointment commission 

can request any person who has held the office or duly qualified for appointment, to hold and act 

as a judge of supreme court. He will be entitled for such allowances as the president may deem fit 

                                                             
3https://www.clearias.com/union-judiciary-supreme-court/ 

https://www.clearias.com/union-judiciary-supreme-court/
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and shall have the entire jurisdiction, power and privileges but shall not be called as a judge of the 

court. 

Exception to this article is deemed to require consent of a judge to sit and act in the court. 

129. Court of record 

 The supreme court will be a court of record and have all the powers,to punish for contempt for 

itself 

13o. Seat of Supreme Court 

 The supreme court is seated in Delhi or any such other place or places with the approval of the 

president time to time appoints Chief justice of India 

 The Contempt of Court Act, 1971 

It  deals with Article 129 and 215 of the Constitution of India empowers the Supreme Court and 

High Court respectively to punish people for their respective contempt.Power to punish for 

contempt of court under Articles 129 and 215 is not subject to Article 19(1)(a). 

 Essentials 

The elements generally needed to establish contempt are: 

1. The making of a valid court order, 

2. Knowledge of the order by respondent, 

3. Ability of the respondent to render compliance, and 

4. Wilful disobedience of the order. 

Case Law: CR DAPHTORY VS OP GUPTA 

While being in judicial capacity, the respondent intend to publicly ascribe bias and dishonesty to justice 

shah by publishing a booklet 

C R Daphtory along with others filed a case alleging scandalise and even contempt of court. Hence after 

going through test it was held as contempt of court. 

JURISDICTION: 

Disputes between the union & states or between states are bound to occur in federal structure adopted by 

our country which divides a country in two tiers of government, union and state respectively. The 

government is provided with powers to legislate and enforce law at both the levels. These disputes arises 

due to conflict b/w states and union upon the violation of socio-economic, political or legal rights  

However, courts have the authority to deal with matters involving infringement of legal rights only and 

other disputes originating from other than legal rights will be dealt by union and state themselves which is 

done to protect the constitutional scheme of a federal structure. 
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If such disputes are not tackled by the courts and continueto evolve such can be endangering for the 

smooth functioning of the federal structure. Especially in countries like India where population is growing 

day by day including diversity such disputes can be harmful to unity and integrity of the country. Hence, 

these must be res0lved amicably. With the regi0nal and c0aliti0n p0litics have taken the driving seat and 

when regi0nal aspirati0ns is growing sharply in the era 0f p0pulism, such disputes may be extremely 

harmful s0 far as the federal structure and its existence is concerned. 

The framers of the constitution had considered all the variables regarding the nature of a country and even 

centrifugation at the time of independence in form of partition. 

Paying heed to the current scenario and also t0 the post-independence amalgamation0f the country”, they 

laid out the 0riginal jurisdicti0n of the Supreme Court to deal with such problems, thus resolving such 

issues. Henceforth, it’s important to understand the concept 0f the original jurisdiction along with its 

meaning, but before that it would be suitabletostudy various types of jurisdicti0ns of the Supreme Court 

of India. 

 
TYPES OF JURISDICTION 

I. 131.original jurisdiction 

Jurisdiction meaning: it is the authority given to the legal body to administer justice within a defined field 

of responsibility. Original jurisdiction of the court refers to a matter for which the particular court is 

entitled toapproach first.It involves the following cases in terms of original jurisdiction of a supreme 

court. 

1. Any dispute between the Indian government and the state 

2. Any dispute between the Indian government and state on one side and one or more states on 

another side 

3. Any dispute between states. 

4. Article 32 of the constitution provides original jurisdiction for the matters like enforcement of 

fundamental rights. 

5. The supreme court have power to issue writs, direction or orders including in the nature of 

habeas corpus, prohibition, mandamus, quowarantoand certiorari. 

6. The supreme court deals with the power to direct the transfer of any case from the high court of 

one state to another 

7. It alsohas the power to transfer cases from one lower court to another high court. 

8. If the Supreme Court deems that the case is involving like interpretation of law which can be 

pending before it, it can withdraw the cases from all courts and dispose it to itself 

9. The Supreme Court has the authority to initiate international commercial arbitration. 

Except-the said jurisdiction can’t be extended to the dispute occurringout of any treaty, covenant, 

engagement or any other similar instrument which has been executed before the initiationof the 

constitution. 
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Relevant case law: State of Kerala Vs Union of India 

 Over the last few months, people have demonstrated to show their disapproval on the 

CITIZENSHIP AMENDMENT ACT. The act was passed by parliament to provide citizenship 

to non- Muslims immigrants from neighbouring countries who have entered before December 31 

and are living without document. The present scenarioof the country led in to this 5th suit where a 

law passed by centre is challenged by state under article 131. 

 UNDER ARTICLE 25: State of Kerala has to follows the acts passed by centre and give its due 

diligence. 

State of Kerala along with other states challenged the CAA on grounds of being ultra vires to the 

constitution and even challenged the passport amendment rule. 

According to it such acts not only spread hatred but also violate the concept of secularism, equality 

which enshrines in our constitution. 

'Doubtful citizen' 

As indicated by Indian legal advisor ShrutiPanday, the NRC puts the weight to demonstrate Indian 

citizenship on the resident, which could imply that "each resident turns into a dicey resident". The effect 

on minimized gatherings, for example, Muslims will be especially negative, she says. The Indian 

Constitution perceives the privilege to correspondence and the equivalent utilization of the law. The 

1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which India is a signatory to, explicitly denies self-

assertive hardship of nationality.  

 

The motivation behind Bachelet's intercession was to feature the High Commissioner's interests that the 

CAA doesn't consent to India's human rights commitments.  

 

The citizenship law, passed last December, started across the nation quiet fights to a great extent drove 

by Muslims, who dread a huge number of individuals from the network will be rendered stateless or 

disappointed. Many individuals, for the most part Muslims, have been executed in a police crackdown 

that has been scrutinized by rights gatherings. The Supreme Court wouldn't strike down the enactment 

and gave the administration headed by Prime Minister Narendra Modi time to answer to supplications 

testing the legality of the CAA.  

 

SurinderBhagat, a counselor at the Indian Embassy in Doha, the capital of Qatar, said the CAA doesn't 

remove the citizenship of any Indian resident, including Muslims. "The CAA additionally doesn't 

challenge the standard naturalization process previously allowed in Indian law. The way toward getting 

citizenship stays open to individuals everything being equal and all things considered", Bhagat told Al 

Jazeera in an email meet.  

Be that as it may, in the third seven day stretch of March, the Ministry of Home Affairs recorded a 

sworn statement in the Supreme Court expressing that arrangement of the NRC was an "important 

exercise for any sovereign nation for unimportant distinguishing proof of residents from non-residents".  
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It stressed that it isn't "removing" anybody's citizenship, including that the CAA "won't influence the 

lawful, law based or mainstream privileges of individuals". 

 

 

 

 Inference on CAA 

According to me, such an act promotes hatred and communal violence and even lead to civil war in a 

country. These acts not only violate secularism but also the concept of humanity. People need to change 

and have to leave behind the ideology passed by our ancestors. Differentiating on terms of religion, 

caste, race, etc need to be struck down, the concept of rule of law must be effectively implemented. our 

constitution provides freedom of speech and protest under article 19 which gives people the right to 

speak freely and demonstrates their dissatisfaction but using such rights to violating the concept of 

secularism, equality, liberty brings the whole nation down. Clashes among communities and with the 

influence of social media in the hands of fools are diverting especially youths to perform atrocities 

against another religion. 

Our government was right to send people off to their belongings countries but failed to it without 

associating with religion. 

Agitation amongst Hindu –Muslim is the keyfoundation on which our country and our neighbouring 

country (Pakistan) was built so yes there’s still a long way to go before we start implementing 

secularism for real. 

II. 132. Appellate jurisdiction in certain cases 

 Appellate jurisdiction:-Supreme court  have authority to hear cases only when they are 

appealed against high court final order or given certification for appeal by high court, such 

certificate prevent wastage of time in cases involving no constitutional validation or 

interpretation. 

1. The cases involving a substantial question of law as to the interpretation of the constitution, 

whether it is civil or criminal or any other proceedings. And appeal can be made from any 

judgment, decreed or final order of a high court in the Indian Territory after certification by high 

court under article 134 to the Supreme Court of India. 

When such a certificate is given by the high court any party in this case may appeal to the Supreme 

Court of the grounds that a ford said has been wrongly decided. 

III. 133. Appellate jurisdiction in regards to civil matters 

Through HC, within the territory of India, you can appeal regarding any judgement, decree or final order 

in civil proceedings in Supreme Court on the following grounds.  

a) asking a significant question of law of public importance 

b) In the viewpoint of the High Court, the question needs to be validated by the Supreme 

Court.   
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On one hand, you can appeal in SC even if the interpretation of the question isunsatisfactory or wrongly 

decided. And on the other hand, no appealagainst any judgement, decree or final order of High Court will 

reach the SC unless Parliament makes a law about the same.  

 

IV. 134. Appellate jurisdiction in regards to criminal matters 

 Any appeals can be made toSupreme Court against any judgement, orderor sentenced in a 

criminal proceedings of a high court. If the high court- 

a) Has on appeal reversed an order of acquittal and sentenced him to death. 

b) Has withdrawn the case for trial before itself within its authority and has in such trial 

convicted the accused person and sentenced him to death. 

c) High court provides certification which it deems fit for the appeal toSupreme Court. 

 Parliament by law conquer on Supreme Court any further powers to entertain or hear appeal 

against any judgement, final order, sentenced in the criminal proceedings of the high court. 

 RELEVANT CASE LAW:Kailash&ors VS State of Maharashtra and Talka P.S 

 

This appeal had been filed against the judgement on 1o.o3.2o1o in criminal appeal no 62 

of1998passed by Aurangabad bench of Bombay. 

The victim was a young woman namedNandabaibelonging to the Bhili tribe (ST) in 

Maharashtra, who was beaten to death with stick and even was stripped and paraded naked. 

The four accused were convicted by Additional session judge and were sentenced to suffer RI 

for 6 months and to pay a fine of rs 1oo/- 

Further convicted and pay fine for up to 5ooo/- 

Later the appeal went to high court but unable to pass conviction merely on grounds of 

technicality that the caste certificate was not produced and investigation was not done. 

Although many of the victims were turned hostile and she turned dissatisfied from the lower 

court but article 134 and article 136 provides scope for appeal to Supreme Court if not 

satisfied. 

 

 

134 A: certification for appeal 

 For every appeal made toSupreme Court against order, judgement or sentence etc is required to 

gain certification from High court. If the high court – 

a) Thinksfit to do so, own its own motion 

b) If an oral application made by aggrieved party immediately after the decree, order etc will be 

entertain if the nature of certificate is given in mentioned articles. 

 This procedure is important to reduce the burden and prevent wastage of time of supreme court. 

It allows important cases which involves a substantial question as to interpretation of law gain 

utmost priority.  
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Article 136: Special leave to appeal 

 It is a residuary power to ensure substantial justice done by Supreme Court. 

 Supreme Court in discretion can grant special leave to appeal from any judgement,order, 

sentence or matter passed by any courtor tribunal within IndianTerritory. 

. 

Article137:Review of judgements 

Meaning 

The word review in legal sense denotes judicial re- examination of the case rectify an error or 

misjudgement, a provision for review is also given under section114 of the CPC, provides a substantive 

right of review and order passed by any court or tribunal.The Supreme Courthave power to review any 

judgement made by parliament under article 145. It can be  filed where there is nooption of appeal. 

Review petition is a discretionary power. The grounds are limited on which an aggrieved party can file a 

review petition. 

“Stare Decisis” 

The principle meaning to“stand by that which is decided” is an exemption toreview  as because courts do 

not unsettle a decision, without a strong case. 

Review is the creation of statue since the adoption of our constitution and even when there were no laws 

regarding review, courts tend to rectify their orders for better interpretation or prevent miscarriage of 

justice or to avoid abuse of powers. 

Petition of review can be granted when: 

1. With new discovery of evidence 

2. Abuse of power by court 

3. In case of errors or mistake 

4. Interpretation of law 

5. Death sentence 

 

 Under Supreme Court rule, 1966 such a petition can be filed within 3odays from the date of 

judgement to the same judgement without any oral arguments. 

 Review in literal sense mean re-examination which helps in rectification of an order to remove all 

the errors and mistakes which denotes that justice is above all. 

Article 138: Augmentationof the jurisdiction 
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 Supreme court deals with jurisdiction and powers regarding to matters in the central list as 

parliament by law confer and with respect to the matters as the government of Indiaor 

government of state. 

Article 139: Confernmenton the Supreme Court of Powers to issue certain writs 

 Parliament by law can confer powers upon the Supreme Court power to issue directions,order or 

writs in nature of habeas corpus, prohibition, quowarrant and certiorari and mandamus for any 

purpose mentioned in article 32. 

Article 14o: Ancillary power 

 Parliament by law confers supplement powers not inconsistent with any provisions of constitution 

upon Supreme Court to act more effectively and efficiently to exercise its jurisdiction. 

Article 141: Binding nature 

 Any laws declared by Supreme Court must be binding on all courts within Indian Territory. 

Article 142: Executionof decrees and orders of Supreme Court and orders as to discovery, etc 

 It provides discretionary power toSupreme Court to exercise of its jurisdiction can pass decree or 

make orders necessary for ensuringor complete justice in any cause or matters pending before it 

and will be enforceable throughout India as prescribed by law. 

 Even have power to make any laws or order for the purpose of securing the attendance of any 

person or discovery or production of evidence or investigation or punishment for any contempt of 

court. 

Critical Analysis of AYODHAYA DISPUTE 

 The dispute was filed 134 years ago,a FIR was filed by Mohd. Salem. The reason being a couple 

of Nihang Sikhswho had written RAM inside the BabriMosque. They even practicedHindu rituals 

inside the mosque. SheetalDubeythanedarof AVADH verified the platform built by the sikhs 

which became 1st evidence that Hindus were present in both the court yards. The legal arguent 

began in 1885, when MahanthRaghubarDas filed a suit toascertain that he was a ‘Mahanth’ and 

was located at the chabutra in the yard and asked for permission toconstruct a temple against 

secretary of state for India in council in the civil court of faizabad but it was dismissed.For the 

next 63 years there were no legal proceeding going on. 

 A riot took place in AYoDHAYA and Hindus demolished a portion of argued site in 1934,which 

was rebuilt by the Britishers in later years.  

 on 22nd and 23rd December,1949 idols were discovered inside thedome of the mosque. 

 Two years later, Sunni central ‘Waqf  Board’ along with other filed a suit for removal of  idols 

and handling over the possessionof Mosque. onJuly 1, 1989 a 5th suit was filed by former high 
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court judge namedDeokinandan praying the whole site to be handed over for construction Ram 

Temple.Later when asked toopen the locks for people to have darshanof the idols that had been 

found inside. The Munif Magistrate scrapped the application and asked them topresent before 

high court , such application was filed and granted appeal. 

 on october 7th&1oth, 1991 the BJP state govt obtained lands in dispute along with neighbouring 

area for tourism to prosper under land acquisition act which was questioned by Muslims through 

6 writs petitions but it was revoked by the HC. onDecember 6th, 1992 the mosque was 

destroyedregardlessof having interim orders by SC AND HC and several FIRs were registered 

against BJP leaders. Thirteen years later Allahabad court ordered excavation to ASI and then they 

submitted the report that beneath the disputed area there was a massive a structure and artefacts 

representing Hindu pilgrimage. 

THREE WAY SPILT 

 On September 3oth, 2o1o three judge bench gave judgement to divide disputed land into three 

parts, into ram mandir, nirmohiakhada and Sunni wakf board but parties were not satisfied and re-

appealed. 

 On 8 January 2o19, the SC set up a five judge bench to hear the title suit in Ayodhaya. The 

arguments were heard from the both sides within a period of forty days. 

 The court ordered on 9th November 2o19, to build the RAM MANDIR and form a board of 

trustees within 3 months and entire disputed area was allocated to build a temple while an 

alternative piece of land was given to SUNNI WAQF board for construction of mosque. 

 CoNCLUSION: The Supreme Court invoked the article 142 in case of ayodhaya dispute where it 

felt that complete justice was done by court. Article 142 acts a supplementary power of SC to 

ensure complete justice to both the parties. The order was in favour of Hindu community but 

court felt lack of justice for Muslim community and invoking 142 ensured justice and even sense 

of belonging to minority community which not only promotes faith in judicial system but also 

strengthens our peace. 

Article 143 Advisory power 

President can consult whenever it involves a question of law or public importance then it is a duty of SC 

to lend advice whenever asked for but not necessary to abide such advice 

Article 145 

The Supreme Court along with the backing of the President, Parliament makes laws regarding 

arrangements of laws, directing the training and system regarding the working of the court. This also 

includes:  

(a) Rules regarding which person can practice or rehearse in the court.  
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(b) Rules regarding which appeals to be heard, how those appeals would be divided on the basis of 

time and how will they be entered in the line to be heard in the court.    

(c) How the rights mentioned in Part III; will be enforced through the proceedings of the court.  

 

(cc) runs with regards to the procedures in the Court under article 139A;  

(d) How the appeals would be dealt or entertainedunder sub-statement (c) of clause (1) of article 134;  

(e) Rules of how application would be proceeded in the court, how will it be reviewed, entered or 

heard in time frame. 

(f) Rules about how much cost, fees and expenses would be charged of the procedures of the matter 

that would be heard in the court.  

(g) Rules regarding the grant of bail.  

(h) Rules to stay put the proceedings.  

(i) Rules regarding the appeal heard in the court that seem to be only presented with the intention to 

defer the case.  

(j) Rules regarding procedures and methodsof how an inquiry would take placeinreference toclause 

(1) of article 317.  

(2) Subject to the provisionof clause (3), rules made under this article would fix how many Judges would 

be responsible, and rules regarding the powers of single Judges and Division Courts are also stated.  

(3) The lowest number of judges would be five who are responsible for deciding any case involving a 

significant question of law as to the interpretation of the constitution or for the purpose of hearing any 

reference under article 143. Exception: If a court is hearing an appeal concerning article 132, then there 

would be less than five judges. And if the court is satisfied with the hearing that deals with the 

interpretation would be disposed and referred to the higher bench.  

(4) No judgment will be conveyed by the Supreme Court in open Court, and no reportmade 

under article 143 would be delivered in the open court.  

(5) No judgement and no such opinion shall be conveyed by the Supreme Court, saved with the 

concurrence of the majority of the judges present at the hearing of the case, but nothing in this 

clause shall be deemed to prevent a judge who does not conquer from delivering a dissenting 

judgement or opinion.   
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                                                           CONCLUSION 

 

 In today’s world where we fail to find a good leader it has become easier to place trust in the 

growing independence of judiciary. The system of checks and balances inherited by the creators 

of our constitution to keep a check on each branch of government by branches itself has not only 

proved valuable but also prevents tyranny or dictatorship in our country. The dynamics of our 

country are evolving which requires stability in terms of laws made accurate with people’s 

needs. When people feel violated, they tend to resort to the judicial system because this system is 

not only growing but outliving the hopes of constitution-makers. Interpretation of laws made on 

daily bases to provide more broad term meaning to the laws written which is necessary with the 

growing needs of our society. 

The judicial system of our country working tirelessly to make justice effective through 

constructing new courts, increasing the scope of judicial review, PIL, providing legal services for 

free to people below the poverty line. This branch not only holds citizens accountable for their 

actions but also the government, president, government employees etc. 

Providing complete justice to both the parties, to ensure justice like in article 142 and holding 

accountable for contempt of court to anyone, even review matters of public importance etc 

brings confidence intoour judicial system. 

The barriers like time, monetary, ignorance and poverty are being cut down through spreading 

awareness about one’s rights or introducing effective tools. In cases like Tiger Menon where 

court opened their gates of justice at midnight to avoid any uncertainties regarding the final 

judgment or even to bring down political leaders like Indira Gandhi, Chidambaram, or even act a 

protector of our constitution when a political leader tries to destroy its heart and soul.  

With growing disagreement in our society among the communities, corrupted political leaders, 

religious polling, and increasing disputes it’s important to have some effective structural 

mechanism to hold people accountable for their actions otherwise the future of our nation would 

be bleak. 
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